ABSTRACT
Auditing is an increasingly essential tool for the defense of computing systems, but the unwieldy nature of log data imposes significant burdens on administrators and analysts. To address this issue, a variety of techniques have been proposed for approximating the contents of raw audit logs, facilitating efficient storage and analysis. However, the security value of these approximated logs is difficult to measure—relative to the original log, it is unclear if these techniques retain the forensic evidence needed to effectively investigate threats. Unfortunately, prior work has only investigated this issue anecdotally, demonstrating sufficient evidence is retained for specific attack scenarios.

In this work, we address this gap in the literature through formalizing metrics for quantifying the forensic validity of an approximated audit log under differing threat models. In addition to providing quantifiable security arguments for prior work, we also identify a novel point in the approximation design space—that log events describing typical (benign) system activity can be aggressively approximated, while events that encode anomalous behavior should be preserved with lossless fidelity. We instantiate this notion of Attack-Preserving forensic validity in LogApprox, a new approximation technique that eliminates the redundancy of voluminous file I/O associated with benign process activities. We evaluate LogApprox alongside a corpus of exemplar approximation techniques from prior work and demonstrate that LogApprox achieves comparable log reduction rates while retaining 100% of attack-identifying log events. Additionally, we utilize this evaluation to illuminate the inherent trade-off between performance and utility within existing approximation techniques. This work thus establishes trustworthy foundations for the design of the next generation of efficient auditing frameworks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Auditing is vital to the defense of computing systems. With alarming regularity [9, 39, 57, 66, 72], sophisticated threat actors are able to breach perimeter defenses and subsequently wreak havoc on organizations. Given our struggles keeping intruders out of systems, the onus shifts to quickly detecting and responding to threats in order to minimize their impact. Audit logs have proven invaluable to these tasks; today, 75% of cyber analysts report that logs are the most important resource when investigating threats [10]. The importance of audit logs will only increase as state-of-the-art causal analysis techniques for detection [22, 26, 52, 54, 74], alert triage [29, 30], and investigation [32, 34, 42, 61] become widely available.
Unfortunately, the capabilities provided by system auditing come at a cost. Commodity audit frameworks are known to generate tremendous volumes of log data, upwards of a terabyte per machine in a single month [22, 45, 49]. Not only is storing and managing this data a burden, but the unwieldy nature of these audit logs also slows down time-sensitive investigation tasks during in-progress attacks. For example, Liu et al. observed that even a simple backtrace query to determine the root cause of an event may take days to return [45]. At present, the inefficiencies of system auditing seriously undermine its use for effectively combatting real-world threats.

In response to this issue, researchers have called for optimizing the contents of audit logs, based largely on the observation that most events described by the log are not strictly necessary when investigating threats. A variety of methods have been proposed for achieving this goal, ranging from the filtering of events that describe deleted system entities [43], do not connote a new information flow [77] or do not effect the conclusions reached by standard forensic queries [36], among many others [1, 4, 6, 8, 14, 24, 28, 48, 49, 51, 71, 75, 76]. We refer to these methods as approximation techniques in this work. With many of these techniques reporting orders of magnitude reduction in log size, the goal of holistic auditing of large organizational networks seems within reach.

While these results are encouraging for the perspective of performance, it is much more difficult to quantify the loss in utility that arises from approximating the original log. Is an approximated log equally useful when investigating threats? If not, under what circumstances can we expect the approximation routine to introduce error? For example, Lee et al.’s pioneering LogGC system deletes “dead end” events describing entities that no longer exist on the system [43], but given the ephemeral nature of network sockets it is likely that LogGC may destroy log events describing data exfiltration tactics. Unfortunately, prior work has offered only anecdotal arguments for the utility of approximated logs.

In this work, we conduct the first independent analysis of the utility of audit logs that have been subjected to approximation techniques. We argue that utility is a measure of the “forensic validity” of a log for investigating different kinds of threats. To enable measurement of forensic validity, we formalize three metrics for characterizing approximated logs: Lossless, Causality-Preserving, and Attack-Preserving. While these metrics are distilled from prior work, we make the insight that each metric encodes a set of relationships that should be preserved under a specific threat model; we enumerate what these threat models are and which metric is most appropriate.

Using these metrics, we conduct an independent utility analysis of a set of exemplar approximation techniques. We discover that prior work often filters attack-related events when approximating logs, compressing logs by as much as 93.7% but retaining as little as 7.3% of attacker-related forensic evidence in the process. Whether this sacrifice in utility is acceptable depends in practice on an organization’s resources and threat model. To aid system defenders in making these decisions, we also use the notion of forensic validity to reason about the trade-offs between the storage performance of audit logs and their security utility. Figure 1 shows a portion of our findings under the Causality-Preserving Forensics metric, which measures the percent of events signifying information flow that are retained in the approximated log. Each approximation technique analyzed has 6 points on the graph, each corresponding to a different attack scenario. The blue dashed line denotes the worst-case baseline in which all dropped events are forensically relevant, with points above the line indicating the technique outperforms the baseline. We can see that Xu et al.’s CPR system [77] (which this metric is based on) retains 100% of relevant log entries, but at the cost of storage efficiency. Conversely, we see that other techniques achieve storage efficiency almost proportionally to the percent of causality-preserving events filtered. We report on performance-utility tradeoffs for our other metrics in Section 6.4.

While optimizing logs for Attack-Preserving Forensics is preferable for the efficiency of audit logs, it requires a method of delineating typical process activity from unexpected system events. To address this gap, we present LOGAPPROX, a regular expression (regex) learning approach to approximation. LOGAPPROX targets the most space-intensive events found in logs, namely the file I/O activity which can account for up to 90% of log contents. Once a regex for a given process has been learned, LOGAPPROX matches and eliminates new events that match the regex. Through the design of a carefully-constructed learning algorithm, we demonstrate that it is possible to generate a set of regexes that faithfully describe typical process activity while simultaneously avoiding the filtering of any attack-specific behaviors. We show that LOGAPPROX retains 100% utility under the attack-preserving model while exhibiting comparable performance to state-of-the-art techniques.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

- **Forensic Validity Measurement.** We formalize a set of metrics that can be used to quantify the utility of logs under different threat models. We conduct an independent analysis of an exemplar set of approximation techniques, discovering in the process that removal of attack-relevant events is common.
- **Attack-Preserving Approximation Techniques.** We present LOGAPPROX, an approximation method that is optimized for attack-preserving forensics. LOGAPPROX performs a bounded regex-learning routine over process executions to learn their file I/O behaviors. While aggressively filtering events related to known file behaviors, LOGAPPROX retains a complete record of process-to-process and process-to-network dependencies, thus facilitating the causal analysis techniques.
- **Evaluation and Attack Engagements.** We evaluate the performance of LOGAPPROX and subject it to a series of attack scenarios through which we measure forensic validity. These engagements confirm that LOGAPPROX satisfies attack-preserving forensics while offering comparable reduction rates to prior work. Our code and datasets are available on request.

## 2 BACKGROUND

Logging is critical to defending systems, facilitating intrusion detection and post-mortem forensics of attacks. Audit logs can be generated at different software layers; for example, Windows Event Logs is an application-level framework for Active Directory environments [12], while Event Tracing for Windows [11], Linux Audit [65], and DTrace [21] are kernel-level frameworks that primarily

---

1. LOGAPPROX is an acronym for Attack-Preserving Provenance Reduction Over regexes.

2. We observe in our evaluation datasets that 88.97% of events describe system calls associated with file I/O.
2.1 Audit Log Approximation

Although audit frameworks are extremely helpful to threat investigation, their use is impeded by the sheer volume of logs generated. Log overheads vary depending on the load of the machine, but have been reported to be anywhere between 3 GB [43] and 33 GB [49] per day for web servers and around 1 GB per day for workstations [43]. As a result, storing and analyzing these logs is often infeasible in practice — log data is often purged just a few days after its creation [70], and when it is retained for longer periods, simple trace queries may take days to return [45].

To combat the limitations of pervasive system auditing, many techniques for log approximation have been proposed. These approximation methods analyze the structure and semantics of the provenance graph to identify components (i.e., log events) that are unlikely to be of use to an analyst and can therefore be removed. While a variety of approaches to log approximation have been proposed based on filtering policies [4, 6], taint analysis [8, 51], templatization [24, 28, 71], or simple compression [75, 76], we describe at length three influential exemplar approaches below:

**Garbage Collection (GC).** First proposed by Lee et al. [43], garbage collection is based on the observation that subgraphs that exclusively describe dead system entities do not affect the present state of the system and can therefore be removed. Consider a process that generates a temporary file, then deletes it. If no other process accesses that temporary file, all log events associated with that file can be removed from the graph. A visualization of garbage collection is given in Figure 3 (a). Garbage collection has since been incorporated into other log analysis systems, e.g., [48, 49, 51].

**Causality-Preserving Reduction (CPR).** Introduced by Xu et al. [77], CPR observes that many log events are redundant because they do not denote a new information flow. Consider a process that writes to a file twice. If the process did not read from any other object between the two writes, we can remove the log event describing the second write because the process state did not change between writes. Note that, in actuality, the data buffer may have been completely different in each write event; however, because log events do not include data buffers, the graph must conservatively assume that all process state is transferred during each information flow event, thus the second write is completely redundant. A visualization of CPR is given in Figure 3 (b). CPR has been adopted or extended by subsequent log analysis systems, including [30, 36, 45, 71].

**Dependence-Preserving Reduction (DPR)** Building on the CPR concept, Hossain et al. propose that preserving causality is unnecessary so long as the provenance graph returns the correct system entities to forward and backward trace queries [36]. Consider a vertex for which there are two causal paths back to its root cause; this represents a potential redundancy and one of the two edges...
Figure 3: Visualizations of exemplary log approximation techniques. We used the provenance graph example from Figure 2 to apply each exemplary log approximation technique. Graph edges marked in dotted lines and vertices which are grayed out represent events that are filtered by each technique. (a) Provenance graph after applying LogGC technique [43]. (b) Provenance graph after applying CPR technique [77]. (c) Provenance graph after applying S-DPR technique [36].

metrics that can be used to evaluate an approximated log. Each metric encodes the amount of preserved evidence (i.e., log events) under a threat model that an analyst may encounter during the course of an investigation. In order to provide generalizable statements on the utility of approximation algorithms, we make no assumptions on the goals of the analysis or the events needed to return a specific query, but rather the number of events that remain intact. The key insight behind these metrics is that, rather than ancestrally demonstrating value in a specific attack behavior, utility should be measured as a property of the approximated graph or log. We propose three such metrics: Lossless, Causality-Preserving, and Attack-Preserving.

3.1 Lossless Forensics

This metric assumes the adversary may not abide by system level abstractions for communication and coordination of malicious processes. The adversary may use avenues such as obscure system-layer timing channels to exfiltrate data from a colluding process (e.g., [13, 69]). In such scenarios, the audit log may not explicitly contain all causal relationships but may encode inferable implicit relations. For instance, the frequency and timing of system calls used to communicate within a covert channel may also be used by the system to infer whether a covert channel, and thus a causal relationship, exists. Unfortunately, such channels have been found in nearly every sector of computer architecture and are continually introduced as the hardware beneath operating systems evolves [23]; therefore, is it unreasonable to predict which events may contain implicit relations and thus we conservatively assume all events may encode such dependencies. Lossless Forensics assumes every dropped event potentially destroys implicit causal relations and thus is defined as follows.

Definition 3.1. Lossless Forensics: Given $G = (V, E)$ and approximation $G' = (V', E')$ in which $V' \subseteq V$ and $E' \subseteq E$, a lossless log implies that $E' = E$. Distance from losslessness can be measured as a continuous variable using the formula $1 - \frac{|E \setminus E'|}{|E|}$. 

3 FORENSIC VALIDITY METRICS

To better characterize the security utility of log approximation techniques, we formalize three complementary forensic validity
3.2 Causality-Preserving Forensics

This metric assumes that the adversary abides by system level abstractions for communications and coordination of malicious processes. As only explicit information flows are utilized by the adversary, one can be sure that the complete log faithfully contains an explicit description of all causal relationships. Within such a model, we used the well-studied subject of information flow (IF) to describe causal relationships and thus encode Xu et al.’s Causality-Preserving Reduction technique [77] as our metric. In a log that satisfies causality-preserving forensics, all events that encode new causal relationships are retained, whereas edges that are causally redundant are discarded. We define the metric as follows.

Definition 3.2. Causality-Preserving Forensics: Information flows from $G$ are preserved in the approximated graph $G'$. An information flow is defined by the existence of a path between two edges in $G$. The following describes two situations where two edges describe the same information flow:

- Two read edges $e_1, e_2$ describe the same information flow if they have the same endpoints process $p$ and file $f$, and no write to $f$ or read from $p$ to a file $f' \neq f$ occurred between $e_1$ and $e_2$.
- Two write edges $e_1, e_2$ describe the same information flow if they have the same endpoints process $p$ and file $f$, read from $p$ to a file occurred between $e_1$ and $e_2$.

Let $E_{IF}$ be the set of edges matching this definition of distinct information flow in $G$. $G'$ preserves causality iff $E_{IF} \in E'$. Distance from causality preservation can be measured using the formula $1 - \frac{|E_{IF}|}{|E_{IF}|}$.

3.3 Attack-Preserving Forensics

Under Attack-Preserving Forensics, the adversary’s system-level actions deviate from benign behavior. With few exceptions, past approximation techniques apply reduction uniformly to all log events, regardless of whether or not the events describe malicious or benign activity. This is because, understandably, it is difficult to predict ahead of time which events are attack-relevant; however, in many cases it is safe to make assertions about predictable benign process behaviors. In a similar fashion to host anomaly detection, a suite of approximation reduction techniques attempt to distinguish benign from anomalous behavior and selectively reduce based on that classification. Building on causality-preservation, our final metric captures an approximation technique’s ability to preserve attack-relevant causal relations without penalizing the reduction of attack-irrelevant log events.

Definition 3.3. Attack-Preserving Forensics: Given a causality-preserving approximated provenance graph $G_{IF}$, let $G_B \subseteq G_{IF}$ be the subgraph of naturally occurring benign system behavior and $G_A = G_{IF} \setminus G_B$ be the subgraph describing an attack campaign $A$. The approximated graph $G' \subseteq G_{IF}$ that contains $G'_A \subseteq G'$ is said to satisfy attack-preservation if $G'_A$ is a causality-preserving approximation of $G_A$. Distance from attack-preservation can be measured using the formula $1 - \frac{|E_A \setminus E'_A|}{|E_A|}$, where $E_A$ and $E'_A$ are the edge sets of $G_A$ and $G'_A$, respectively.

We make the following observations. First, this metric uses the causality-preserving approximated graph, not the lossless provenance graph, as its baseline. Additionally, this metric not only disregards unrelated benign activity, but exclusively considers the causal edge set that uniquely describes the attack campaign $A$. In other words, events that appear in the attack path of $A$ that also appear in $G_B$ are not considered in measurement. The intuition behind this approach is that edges that are shared between benign and behaviors hold little forensic value in investigations; they do not uniquely signify malicious activity, and hence are candidates for approximation. That said, because $G'_A$ must still be causality-preserving, the attack-preservation metric assures that connectivity between processes and other essential information flow is preserved.

4 DESIGN

While the attack-preserving forensic validity represents a desirable trade-off between the utility and efficiency of audit logs, designing of an approximation technique that satisfies attack-preservation
in is quite challenging. Trivially, a causality-preserving graph is implicitly also an attack-preserving graph, but does not capitalize on the increased reduction opportunities afforded by the attack-preserving metric. To do so, it is necessary to gain an understanding of typically-occurring benign-process events and make generalized assertions about benign events that may occur in the future. Simultaneously, it is also necessary to assure that generalizations about benign process activity are not so general that attackers may abuse them to conceal malicious behaviors.

### 4.1 Overview

In this section, we present LogApprox, a novel solution to attack-preserving log approximation. An architectural overview for LogApprox is given in Figure 4. LogApprox searches for log reduction opportunities by generating regular expressions that describe benign process file I/O. These regexes are crafted in such a way to avoid overgeneralization, which might lead our system to filter events that describe unique attack patterns. After the regexes are generated, they are applied to past and future file I/O events (e.g., creat, open, read, write) in the audit log. For all events that match the same regex, the original filename is replaced with the regex pattern; then causality-preserving reduction is applied to remove events that are redundant from an information flow perspective. When the log is parsed into a provenance graph, the original file vertices are replaced with a single approximated file vertex. Because the information flows into and out of the regex remain unchanged, causality is otherwise preserved.

Our approach focuses exclusively on file activity for two important reasons. First, file I/O dominates the overall storage space of audit logs — 88.97% of all events in our evaluation datasets — and causality-preserving reduction [77] is not a total solution to this overhead because applications often write to a tremendous number of different files. Second, other system events (e.g., process, network) are more important to retain because they are essential to causal analysis. Process events are already low overhead and are needed to preserve the process tree, which is the “backbone” of causal analysis, while network events are needed to trace attacks across multiple hosts in the network. We thus choose to focus on file I/O in our design.

### 4.2 Reduction Algorithm

Our reduction algorithm begins by identifying, for each process, which files it has interacted with. Our provenance graph encodes (e.g., /usr/bin/) and the name itself (e.g., ls).

Our approach focuses exclusively on file activity for two important reasons. First, file I/O dominates the overall storage space of audit logs — 88.97% of all events in our evaluation datasets — and causality-preserving reduction [77] is not a total solution to this overhead because applications often write to a tremendous number of different files. Second, other system events (e.g., process, network) are more important to retain because they are essential to causal analysis. Process events are already low overhead and are needed to preserve the process tree, which is the “backbone” of causal analysis, while network events are needed to trace attacks across multiple hosts in the network. We thus choose to focus on file I/O in our design.

#### 4.2.1 Regular Expression Learning

Our goal is to distribute a list of filenames associated with a process into groups of similar files. For a particular filename (e.g., /usr/bin/ls) we distinguish the path (e.g., /usr/bin/) and the name itself (e.g., ls).

We define the distance between two names as the Levenshtein edit distance. Corresponding to this edit distance is an optimal alignment, which will be useful later in constructing a regular expression. We define similarity between two names $x_1, x_2$ as $(max_len - Dist(x_1, x_2))/max_len$, where $max_len = \text{Max}(\text{Len}(x_1), \text{Len}(x_2))$. For the distance between two paths, we treat each directory name as a token. We only consider the distance when both paths are of equal depth, because differences in depth contain semantically relevant information. We define the path distance between two paths as the number of differing directory names.

We compute the path distance and name similarity between all pairs of filenames. We choose groups such that all filenames within a group have a path distance below a specified threshold and a name similarity above a specified threshold. We empirically determined our path threshold to be 1 and our name threshold to be 0.7. We found this to be a good tradeoff that allows for aggressive log reduction capabilities while avoiding over-generalization.

Algorithm 1 groups the files into sets, where each file is at most a certain distance from another file in its set. These thresholds are computed separately for both file paths and file names, as shown on line 5. We return a list of such groups, each of which corresponds to a regex.

Algorithm 2 shows how to compute the regex corresponding to a group of files. We compute the path regex and name regex individually using this approach. To compute a regex from two strings, we find the edit distance alignment, and for every location where the tokens do not match, we replace it with a placeholder. We reduce this binary operation across the list of filenames. We coalesce placeholders and replace each with a token matching zero or more occurrences of a wildcard. We then concatenate the path and name regexes to generate a regex matching all files in the group. If there is only one element in the group, we return that filename as the corresponding regex.

This algorithm uses a binary regex generation function, taking as input the current progress and the next filename. It reduces this function across all filenames in a group. If the current regex matches the next filename, it will remain unchanged.

---

**Algorithm 1: Generate Groups**

**Data:** List of filenames $f_1, \ldots, f_n$

**Result:** Groups of filenames $G$

1. Empty list $G$;
2. while not added file $f_i$ do
3.   Set $G_i ← \{f_i\}$;
4.   for filenames $f_j$ not added to a group do
5.     if $\text{Distance}(\text{Path}(f_i), \text{Path}(f_j)) ≤ \text{path\_threshold}$ and $\text{Similarity}(\text{Name}(f_i), \text{Name}(f_j)) ≥ \text{name\_threshold}$ then
6.       Add $f_j$ to $G_j$;
7.     Append $G_i$ to $G$;
8. Return $G$;

**Algorithm 2: Generate Regular Expressions**

**Data:** Groups of filenames $G = [G_1, \ldots, G_m]$

**Result:** Regular expressions $R = [r_1, \ldots, r_n]$

1. Empty list $R$;
2. for every $G_i ∈ G$ do
3.   Set $r_i ← G_i[1]$;
4.   for filenames $f ∈ G_i[2, \ldots, m]$ do
5.     Find alignment $a$ between $r_i$ and $f$;
6.     Replace modifications in $a$ with wildcards;
7.     Set $r_i$ to $a$;
8. Append $r_i$ to $R$;
9. Return $R$;

---
We implemented a log analysis tool that parses Linux Audit (audit) logs and CDM provenance graphs, the DARPA Engagement data format. Our tool generates a provenance graph in memory using the SNAP graph library [44]. Our provenance graph representation has nodes corresponding to processes, files, and other file-like objects (e.g., VFS, network sockets). Edges correspond to individual log entries. Our entire tool is implemented in 4000 lines of C++ code (calculated with cloc [2]). Our reduction filter, LOGAPPROX, is implemented in 1000 lines of code.

To evaluate LOGAPPROX against a representative set of exemplar systems, we also re-implemented Log Garbage Collection, introduced in Lee et. al [43], Causality-Preserving Reduction, introduced in Xu et. al [77], and Full and Source Dependence Preserving Reduction, introduced by Hossein et. al [36], based on their descriptions in the original paper. Our implementation of garbage collection is based on “Basic GC” in the original LogGC system [43], while we implement the techniques as described in [77], [36] as faithfully as possible. We do note that, because we did not have access to the authors’ source code, it is possible that our implementation of these techniques deviate from the original systems, which could in part explain some of the differences in observed reduction rates in our experiments (e.g., Table 1). This said, we are confident that each of our implementations is consistent with the methodology presented in the original works, and are thus satisfactory for exploring different points in the design space of approximation strategies.

Because our tool is based on an in-memory database, it was necessary to manage memory overheads by partitioning the provenance graph into epochs of time, each of which spans 5 minutes in our implementation. At the end of each epoch, the approximation technique(s) is (are) applied and the remaining log events are written to disk, at which point the process resets. We argue that this approach is not only more practical, but also provides approximately real-time telemetry for security monitoring services. However, this also means that redundant events between epochs are not identified in our implementation, making the observed log reduction rates in our evaluation an underestimation of the optimal reduced logs. Fortunately, in experimenting with different epoch sizes, we observed that the differences in log reduction rates were negligible, and that 5 minute epochs were sufficient to achieve similar log reduction rates to those reported in prior work.

## 6 EVALUATION

### 6.1 Datasets

We leverage the DARPA Transparent Computing Program dataset for our evaluation [15]. This dataset was collected during an APT simulation exercise (Engagement #3) in April 2018, containing events from a series of target hosts, along with ground truth information about the attacks. It has been used in prior work as a source for authentic examples of adversarial behavior [17, 34]. We select the Linux-based logs corresponding to two hosts from the DARPA Engagement, Trace and Theia.

In addition to the Transparent Computing engagements, we also select 6 attack scenarios leveraged in prior work (e.g., [30, 32, 41, 54]) to evaluate the efficacy of log reduction systems. The unrealircd [18], vsftpd [19], and webmin [20] exploits all leverage input vulnerabilities to achieve remote code execution (RCE). A payload is then executed, which launches a reverse shell back to the attacker machine that executes commands such as ifconfig. The Wordpress vulnerability [63] and Webshell are exploits that execute a payload through a web server that calls back to the attacker machine as before. The Firefox vulnerability is an exploit on Firefox 54.0.1 that gains execution through a malicious ad server. This vulnerability was exploited as part of DARPA TC.

### Table 1: Comparison of log reduction rates between reports from prior work and our own tests using the Theia dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Originally Reported Reduction</th>
<th>Observed Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPR [77]</td>
<td>1.3X (23% - 71%)</td>
<td>1.3X (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC [43]</td>
<td>0-7.00X (0% - 99%)</td>
<td>1.6X (38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-DPR [36]</td>
<td>4.5-15.5X (78% - 99%)</td>
<td>6.6X (85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-DPR [36]</td>
<td>4.5-122.5X (78% - 99%)</td>
<td>11.2X (91%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 3: Log Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data: Log and Provenance Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result:</strong> Reduced Log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for every process p do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute list of groups $G_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute list of regexes $R_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for every group $G_i \in G$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for all reads $e$ to file $f \in G_i$ (in order) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if since the last read, there was a write to $f$ or a read from $p$ to a file $f' \neq f$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep e and overwrite $f$ with $r_1$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete e;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for all writes $e$ to file $f \in G_i$ (in order) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if since the last write, there was a read from $p$ to a file $f' \neq f$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep e and overwrite $f$ with $r_1$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete e;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return log.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5: Cumulative Log Size Stored after different reduction techniques on the Theia and Trace datasets. In both datasets, LogApprox outperforms all approaches besides Full and Source Dependence.

6.2 Performance Evaluation

Figure 6: Log Processing speed relative to the generation of logs in the Theia dataset, which we replayed in real-time.

6.2.1 Re-Implementation Validity. We begin by comparing the reduction rates of our re-implementation to the findings of the original works. The results for the Theia dataset are shown in Table 1. As log reduction has been reported differently in different papers, we provide both the reduction factor and reduction percentage statistics. While some of our implementations did not reach the peak reduction rates observed in prior work, they are all consistent with prior observations of these systems. The differences in performance can likely be attributed to the process behaviors used in the test datasets. Our implementation of CPR performed closest to the reports of the original paper. This confirms our intuition that CPR is the most generally applicable of past approximation techniques and is thus a solid basis for our attack-preserving extension.

6.2.2 Reduction Performance. We now compare the reduction performance of LogApprox to other approximation techniques using the Theia and Trace datasets. Figures 5a and 5b show the growth in log size for all approximation techniques over the course of the attack engagements in Theia and Trace respectively. Note that the final position of the lines in Figure 5a corresponds to the reduction rates observed by past techniques in Table 6. We observed that all approximation techniques performed better on the Theia dataset; this is because the Theia engagement had many significantly more events, offering more opportunities for reduction. In contrast, the Trace dataset contains many small and disjoint log traces, creating fewer reduction opportunities.

We observed that LogApprox consistently performed between GC/CPR and F-DPR/S-DPR. LogApprox’s reduction factor was 2.87X and 1.72X (removing 42% and 65% of the raw log) on the Theia and Trace datasets, respectively. Hossain et al.’s F-DPR and S-DPR [36] had the largest reduction factors, respectively boasting up to 85% and 91% reductions in log size during the Theia engagement. In Section 6.4, we determine whether this extreme efficiency comes at the cost of valuable forensic information.

6.2.3 Log Ingest Performance. A final consideration for the performance of our LogApprox system is whether or not its reduction analysis can keep pace with the speed of log event creation. Figure 6 compares the event generation rate of the Theia dataset. Because LogApprox was evaluated by replaying this dataset, as opposed to observing events as they occur in real-time, we calculate the maximum ingest rate of LogApprox in MB per hour by observing how long it took LogApprox to process the 391 MB of Theia log files. We see that LogApprox’s ingest rate of 45.44 MB per hour far outpaces the amount of logs generated during the Transparent Computing engagement and is thus suitable for general use.

6.3 Utility Evaluation

We now evaluate the utility of approximated logs through our forensic validity metrics. The Trace and Theia datasets contain multiple intrusion attempts, only some of which are well-documented, so they are not an effective ground truth for use with our metrics. Instead, we evaluate the utility of these systems based on a curated set of real-world program exploits. Each exploit was implemented by the authors based on public documentation or downloaded from public repositories (e.g., exploitdb), then launched in a controlled VM environment to capture the associated audit logs. Following the test, two authors reviewed the log entries and marked all events
Figure 7: Forensic validity measures for different reduction techniques (taller is better). Only LogApprox and CPR fully satisfy Attack-preserving Forensics, while other techniques sacrifice significant attack-relevant information.

Figure 8: Scatterplots of the performance-utility tradeoff according to the notion of Lossless and Attack-Preserving Forensics. Each point on the graph represents one of the 6 attack scenarios considered by each approximation technique.

Figure 7 shows our results for each of the forensic validity metrics. Taller bars are better as they signify that more forensic evidence was retained. For the Lossless Forensics metric in 7a, we see that all sacrifice significant forensic context, especially F-DPR and S-DPR because they boast the largest log reduction rates. This is not surprising, or even concerning, as prior approaches to log approximation did not consider the extreme threat model for which timing side channels need be accounted. An interesting direction for future work would be to consider approximation techniques that preserve information about the timing distribution of repeated events.

For the Causality-Preserving Forensics metric, we confirm that CPR preserves 100% of forensic information as expected. GC retains a consistently high amount of forensic evidence, retaining 91% or better in all cases. LogApprox appears moderately conservative in forensic reduction, preserving 90% causality or greater in 4 of the 6 scenarios while retaining 36% in the worst-case. F-DPR and S-DPR’s aggressive nature retains between 45%-80% in 3 of the 6 scenarios, while retaining as much as 95% in the best case scenarios, and as little as 6.0%-17.0% in the 2 worst-cases. This suggests that, even by

found on the forward trace paths from the point of entry. There was no disagreement between authors on which entries fell on the path. All log events (including those not directly on the attack paths) are included in the below tests.
established measures of forensic validity such as information flow preservation, these techniques are sacrificing potentially important forensic context. Whether or not the lost data is actually relevant to analysis of a particular attack is likely case-specific. For example, Hossain et al. applied F-DPR on Trace while retaining the ability to identify the attack [35]. The lost data may negatively impact other analysis that was unneeded for their particular purposes.

Results for Attack-Preserving Forensics are shown in Figure 7. LOGAPPROX retains 100% of forensic evidence under the attack-preserving metric, as does CPR. Because attack-preserving evidence is a subset of causality-preserving evidence, the 3 remaining approximation techniques all perform slightly better under this model. GC comes close to satisfying attack-preserving validity, achieving between 96% and 99% in all scenarios. This result makes sense as GC was specifically designed to clean-up process behaviors that are associated with benign process activity, such as temporary file I/O. Unlike causality-preserving forensics, attack-preserving forensics does not penalize deletion of typical process activity. S-DPR and F-DPR retain similar forensic validity under attack-preserving as they did under causality-preserving, maintaining between 42%-80% in 3 cases, 85%-94% in the best case, and 7%-17% in the 2 worst cases. This indicates that S-DPR and F-DPR filter log events without regard for typical or atypical behavior.

6.4 Performance vs. Utility
We plot the performance-utility tradeoff per attack scenario in Figures 1 (Causality-Preserving), 8a (Lossless), and 8b (Attack-Preserving), where utility is one of the forensic validity metrics defined in Section 3. The blue dashed line denotes the worst-case utility an algorithm could achieve in a scenario where all dropped events are forensically relevant (and thus no redundancies exist). An “ideal” technique would place its points in the top right corner, where both the validity and reduction are maximized. The optimal and worst-case utility curves are both metric and scenario specific but plotting trends of reduction algorithms against each other still provides useful insight. These plots enable informed decision-making about the value of additional log retention under different threat models. For example, S-DPR trades off very high reduction (and thus space efficiency) for lower forensic validity. If space is a limiting factor, it may be preferable to save sparser data spanning a longer time period with a highly reducing technique like S-DPR over denser data spanning a shorter time period from less approximating techniques. This would allow analysts to reconstruct long-term basic facts about an attack (e.g., root cause) at the expense of short-term details.

Intuitively, no technique can outperform the worst-case utility baseline under the Lossless Forensics metric (Figure 8a), as every dropped event is considered a utility loss. Several interesting patterns emerge when analyzing the tradeoffs in causality preservation (Figure 1). Approx, F-DPR, and S-DPR all exhibit significant variance between attack scenarios, but their performance-utility ratio remains roughly proportional. This variability in tradeoffs reflects the design goals of these systems; e.g., S-DPR focuses exclusively on identifying the correct system entities in backtraces. CPR, by design, maxes out utility here, but GC performs nearly as well. This may not be the case in attacks that involve significant destruction of system entities, e.g., an attacker exfiltrates, then destroys data.

The value of Attack-Preserving Forensics becomes most evident in Figure 8b. As only a subset of causality-preserving events uniquely describe attack semantics, LOGAPPROX is able to match CPR in utility while significantly outperforming it in log reduction in each scenario. While GC is not as aggressive, it continues to perform well under this metric, validating Lee et al.’s design decisions in the earliest log approximation paper to appear in the literature.

6.5 LogApprox Case Study
To better understand the benefits of LOGAPPROX as compared to prior work, we now examine the Webmin exploit above in more detail. Webmin is a web-based configuration tool for Unix systems, thus it is a prime target for attackers as it can be leveraged for lateral movement on the network. The exploit allows for unauthenticated remote code execution when the web server is configured for users with an expired password to enter a new one. With the appropriate payload, a reverse shell can be spawned and post-exploitation tools (e.g., LinEnum.sh [64]) can be downloaded and run on the server machine. We chose to run commands manually, namely whoami and ifconfig, to demonstrate that we have remote access.

![Figure 9: Simplified provenance graphs of the webmin exploit. (a) depicts the raw audit log, while (b) shows the provenance graph produced after LOGAPPROX is applied.](image-url)
We do not argue that we omit the causality-preserving attack graph produced by CPR; these graphs have been simplified for visualization purposes, as the vertex is replaced by the original 3 vertices.

As can be seen, it is possible to reconstruct the attack completely through interpreting the graph. The CPR filter applied to the LogApprox graph does not meaningfully affect investigation because information flow is preserved. However, the complexity of LogApprox is reduced due to the fact that benignly-occurring graph components are approximated by a regular expression. Note that some forensic information that is potentially attack-relevant is sacrificed by LogApprox. Specifically, because the libraries are loaded into memory prior to the attack occurring, it is possible that their contents informed outbound data transfers to the remote Attacker IP. While this is possible, our argument is that lossless descriptions of these library files remain useless because their significance to the attack will not be apparent from the system-layer audit log; these libraries are loaded all of the time by `webmin` during typical activity, so they do not provide any threat intelligence even though they may technically be relevant to the attack. Hence, it is reasonable to prune and approximate these graph components.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Optimality of LogApprox

We do not argue that LogApprox is the ideal instantiation of attack-preserving forensics. In this work, we only target one major sub-system of system activity, namely file I/O, because it commonly accounts for a large percentage of log volume and can be safely filtered without disrupting the causality of more complex attack behaviors such as lateral movement or data exfiltration. Approximating other system entities, e.g., remote IP addresses, is much more perilous, as even a common remote connection may describe an important attack behavior during lateral movement. It is interesting to consider how the notion of attack-preserving forensics could be extended in future work.

7.2 Limitations of Attack Corpus

One notable limitation that we share with prior work is that we are still limited in the corpus of attack behaviors that we evaluate against. A standardized battery of attack behaviors that coincide with our metrics may enable us to capture more nuances in the performance-utility tradeoffs of approximation techniques, but maintaining such an attack corpus is extremely difficult due to ever-changing adversary techniques and tactics [55]. We attempt to mitigate this limitation by using state-of-the-art attack engagements produced for the DARPA Transparent Computing program. Regardless, our datasets are sufficient to validate our hypothesis that approximation techniques must be evaluated both for storage performance as well as forensic utility.

7.3 Security Analysis of LogApprox

We now consider the security implications of LogApprox’ regex-based File IO compression procedure. An intrusion is comprised of an inter-dependent set events that includes process, network, and file activities, all of which are captured by the unmodified audit log. LogApprox does not affect process and network log events in any way, meaning that network-based activities (e.g., lateral movement) and the interdependencies of attacker-controlled processes are fully documented. In the case of file activities, we can further divide File IO events of the attacker-controlled process between those that are similar to the benign process (e.g., regex matches) and those that are wholly distinct (i.e., regex non-matches). We argue that it is safe to approximate matched File IO events; this is because such events cannot be used to detect an intrusion, and if a process is linked to in an intrusion by other means than the files it accesses are also implicated. As a result, the intrusion’s incident response plan would necessarily entail re-imaging the compromised process, causing any malicious data hidden by the attacker in a ‘benign’ file to be erased. In contrast, File IO events that don’t match a regex are retained faithfully by LogApprox. These non-match events are far more important to threat detection and investigation – in order for the attacker to accomplish their objectives on the system, they will need to establish persistence, escalate privilege, etc. This means that they will need to deviate from the behaviors of the benign application, which is unlikely to have accessed sensitive system files needed for these tactics. Avoiding compression of uncommon File IO event also ensures that this information remains available to intrusion detection tools.

If an attacker is aware of LogApprox’ presence, they may pattern their intrusion so as to minimize their use of uncommon File IO behaviors. Recall that LogApprox retains a lossless version of the process tree, network links, and uncommon file behaviors; the worst case scenario is therefore that the attacker is able to spread through the system via common benign file behaviors. Even in this scenario, LogApprox is able to produce an end-to-end attack graph of the intrusion, but the graph will admit a limited number of false dependencies as compared to an attack graph produced by the uncompressed log. Specifically, if an attack path flows through a LogApprox regex, then the processes that interacted with other files matched by that regex will be incorrectly included in the graph. That said, in practice such a feat is unlikely. As shown in Figures 4 and 9, in practice we observe that LogApprox primarily generates regexes that describe “dead-end” or “one-way” IO behaviors such as temporary files, configuration files, or read-only shared objects. These file IO behaviors cannot create process-to-process links, so they would not lead to false dependencies in an attack graph.

A final consideration is whether or not the adversary can manipulate the way in which LogApprox generates regexes. It would be highly convenient for the attacker to create an overly broad regex, e.g., “match +”, which would cause all file IO to be erased from the log. However, due to LogApprox’ parameterizable name and path similarity thresholds, it is not possible to distort benign access patterns into an overly broad regex — path matching can deviate from concrete access patterns by at most one directory level, and files can only be matched if they are at least 70% similar to one another. Instead, an attacker could repeatedly issue variations on
the malicious access pattern until a regex is created; however, this is far from covert. In order for this to happen, the attacker essentially needs to repeatedly issue the very command they were hoping to conceal. To further reduce the likelihood of this occurring, the administrators could fine-tune LogApprox’s parameters (e.g., set path distance to zero) to improve security at the cost of diminished reduction capacity.

8 RELATED WORK

This work is the first to formalize and quantify the forensic validity of audit logs that have been subjected to approximation techniques. We discuss past approximation techniques in Section 2. Like LogApprox, Tang et al.’s NodeMerge [71] templatizes process behaviors for compression purposes, but only operates on read-only file activity at the beginning of process execution. As a result, NodeMerge could likely create a template for the Figure 9 example, but not for other process behaviors accommodated by LogApprox such as temporary file I/O. We chose not to evaluate NodeMerge because it requires a training phase that is highly deployment-specific, making it difficult to understand how the approach generalizes.

Beyond the challenge of log reduction, another important consideration is log security; if audit logs can be manipulated by the attacker, they cannot be trusted in an investigation. A variety of cryptographic approaches enable tamper-evident logging (e.g., [7, 16, 27, 33, 47, 67, 68, 78, 79]). Research has also explored software-based solutions to securing audit logs, demonstrating that reference monitor guarantees [3] are sufficient to assure log integrity [5, 53, 60, 62]. Additionally, recent works utilize cryptographic primitives for log integrity within trusted execution environments [37, 58] and kernel audit frameworks [59]. Like all other work in the space, LogApprox depends on the presence of mechanisms that can assure and attest to the integrity of audit logs.

Considerable attention has given to extracting high-level semantic insights from low-level system logs and graphs. A central issue with system logs is dependency explosion, a semantic gap problem in which long-lived processes (or data objects) appear to have a large number of dependencies when viewed from the system layer. A variety of execution partitioning techniques have been proposed to partition opaque dependencies into small autonomous units of work [30, 32, 40–42, 48–51]. Execution partitioning creates additional opportunities for log reduction [43], but these opportunities are not considered in our work because execution partitioning solutions are application-specific, not system-wide. Regardless, we believe these techniques are interoperable with LogApprox, although they may not be as essential because LogApprox already removes a large percentage of false dependencies related to benign execution units. Prior work also considers related semantic gap problems, including the reconciliation of system-level logs with application logs [32, 61] and the identification of high-level semantic behaviors [34, 46, 73]. These techniques should also be compatible with LogApprox, provided that the analyst is only interested in fully reconstructing attack-related sequences of events.

Increasingly, causal analysis techniques are being incorporated into intrusion detection tasks. Manzoor et al. [52], Han et al. [26], and Wang et al. [74] present anomaly detection algorithms based on the analysis of provenance graphs. Hassan et al. address the false alert problem common in commercial threat detection software using provenance-based alert triage [30]. Milajerdi et al. present a rule-based approach for detecting attacker tactics [54], similar to commercially-available Endpoint Detection & Response (EDR) software, but based on provenance graph structures instead of flat audit event sequences. Subsequently, Hassan et al. extended a commercial EDR tool with lightweight provenance-based alert correlation [29]. Their approach to making their technique practical for large enterprise environments is to aggressively filter provenance graphs such that only queries about inter-alert dependency can be answered by the approximated log. In contrast to other approximation techniques discussed in this work, Hassan et al.’s approach is not intended for use in generic threat investigation scenarios where many forms of causal query must be supported. While we primarily consider threat investigation, our forensic validity metrics can also be interpreted as an indicator of how log approximation techniques may assist or impair intrusion detection tasks.

9 CONCLUSION

The security utility of log approximation techniques has proven difficult to measure; in this work, we codify a set of forensic validity properties that can measure the utility of approximated logs. We present LogApprox, a new approach to log approximation that leverages repetition in file I/O behavior to learn regular expressions that characterize common access patterns, allowing aggressive reduction of benign log events. We conduct a principled evaluation of both the performance and utility of LogApprox, comparing it to a representative set of techniques from prior work. It is our hope that this work provides expressive baselines for the evaluation of future log approximation systems.
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